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The global analog, the local analog and the feature processing 
explanations were each examined for their feasibilities as the 
theories for the cognition of (6 points, I Iines) random figures. 
The experiment employed forced choice same/different judgments 
for simultaneously presented parrs of figures. A pair of figures 
was called a problem, and presented problems were classified into 
three types: Identical, axisymmetrical, and non-identical/ 
non-axisymmetrical problems. From among the three chagnostic 
critena concerning latencies and error rates, viz. , the problem 
differences, the numbers of lines effect (NLE) and the angular 
disparity effect (ADE), the global analog explanation failed 
rts predictions and was rejected as untenable. Although the 
feasibilities of the local analog and the feature explanations 
were mdeclsive, the local analog position had better 
explicabilities to the results obtained. 
Analog/propositional controversy, though its heat seems to have been 
subsided a bit, has been one of the focal issues of mental rotation studies. 
Theoretical positions and definitions of the terms artalog and 
propositional differ from a researcher to a researcher even within the 
same camp. Johnson-Laird (1983) , seeking common theoretical ground in 
the varied and sometimes conflicting views, summarized the imagists' or 
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（more　broadly　speaking）analog　Positions　as　follows：
1The　mental　processes　underlying　the　experience　of　an　image　are　similar
　　to　those　un（ierlying　the　perception　of　an　object　or　picture．
2　An　image　is　a　coherent　and　integrated　representation　of　a　scene　or
　　object　from　a　particular　viewpoint　in　which　each　perceptible　element
　　occurs　only　once　with　all　such　elements　being　simultaneously　available
　　an（10pen　to　a　perception－1ike　process　of　scanning．
3　An　image　is　amenable　to　apparently　continuous　mental　transforma－
　　tions　in　which　intermediate　states　correspond　to　intermediεしte　states
　　　（or　views）of　an　actual　object　undergoing　the　corresponding　physical
　　transformation．Hence，a　small　change　in　the　image　corresponds　to　a
　　small　change（of　view）of　the　object．
4　1mages　rgρrθsθ舵objects．They　are　analogical　in　that　structural
　　relations　between　their　parts　correspond　to　the　perceptible　relations
　　between　the　parts　of　the　objects　represented．
　　　（P．147）
　　That　is　to　say，an　image　is（a）holistic　and　indivisible，preserves（b）
structural　similarity　with　a　corresponding　object　in　the　world　both　still
and　in　motion，and（c）in　the　course　of　transformation　of　an　image　the
process　is　continuous，By　apPlying　these　aspects　of　an　image　to　a
judgment　task　of　two　disoriented　figures，an　image　of　a　compared　figure
is　continuously　transformed　by　rotation　while　preserving　stmctural
similarity　with　the　compared　figure　presented　at　an　original　orientation，
and　when　the　principal　axis　of　rotating　image　reaches　a　specified
orientation，the　comparison　of　the　two　images（this　assumption　is　valid
if　a　subject　can　not　make　a　dual　task　of　rotation　of　an　image　while
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actually seeing an object) is made by means of the template match. 
Neither computation of discrete figural characteristics nor any other 
kinds of propositional computations are required to complete the task. 
Likewise, Johnson-Laird ( 1983) also provided four points of agreement 
in propositional theories. 
1 . The mental processes leading to the strings of symbols that correspond 
to an image are similar to those underlying the perception of an object 
or picture. 
2 . The same element or part of an object may be referred to by many of 
the different propositions that constitute the description of the 
object. Such a description may be represented as a set of expressions in 
a logical calculus (with access to a general procedure for making 
inferences) , or it may be represented in a semantic network. 
3 . A propositional representation is discrete and digital, but it can 
represent continuous processes by small successive increments of 
variables, such as the angle of an object's major axis to the frame of 
reference. Hence, a small change in the presentation will correspond to 
a small change in the appearance of the object. 
4 . Propositions are true or false of objects. They are abstract in that 
they do not directly correspond to either words or pictures. Their 
structure is not analogous to the structure of the objects they represent. 
( p.147-148) 
In addition, as a strong advocate of the propositional theorization, 
Pylyshyn (1979, 1981, 1984) introduced the idea of cognitive penetrability 
as a criterion to discriminate analog process from non-analog process 
(Pylyshyn, 1979; 1981). By this criterion, only if an externalized process 
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or　a　behavior　is　constrained　by　intrinsic　nature　of　biological　mechanism，
can　that　process　be　attributed　to　the　manifestation　of　the　analog　process．
If　there　is　evi（ience　that　an　externalize（l　process　is　un（1er　the　influence　of
non－biological　mechanism（especially，cognitive　activities），the　process　in
question　is　consi（iere（l　to　be　a　non－analog　Process．
AngHlarDfsparf孟yEffθe孟（ADE）
　　Metzlerand　Shepard（1982）found　the　time　for　the　subjects　to　determine
that　the　two　perspective　drawings　of　three－dimensional　block　shapes　were
identical　rather　than　mirror－imaged　increased　linearly　with　the　angular
disparity　between　their　portrayed　orientations　in　three－dimensional　space．
This　a，ngular　disparity　effect（ADE）in　latencies，hereupon　defined　as　a
monotonous　increase　of　the　judgment　time　for　the　identification　of　a
mutually　disoriented　but　identical　figure　pair　according　to　the　increase　of
the　angular　disparity　between　the　corresponding　axes　of　the　respective
figures　increases，has　been　found　in　many　types　of　stimuli．In　their　figural
identification　experiments，Shepard　and　his　colleagues　considered　the
presence　of　ADE　is　taken　as　evidence　that　intemal　representations　are
preserved　and　transformed　in　analog　mode．
　　But　it　must　also　be　noted　that　there　were　studies　that　failed　to　detect
ADE．Although　the　absence　of　ADE　does　not　necessa，rily　deny　the
feasibility　of　analog　representational　theories，it　would　weaken　its
generality．Corballis　and　Nagourney・（1978）found　the　lack　of　ADE　in
testing　whether　subjects　observed　a，disoriented　chara．cter　as　a　letter　or　a
digit　and，as　a　result，believed　tha．t　mental　rotation　is　not　necessary　in
such　a　task．Corballis，Zbro（10ff，Shetzer　an（1　Butler　（1978），asking
subjects　to　name　disoriented　alphanumerics　which　were　either　normal　or
mirror　reflected，also　failed　to　detect　the　clear　ADE．In　Corballis　and
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Cullen ( 1986) subjects were instructed to decide the location of an asterisk 
placed to the left, right, top and bottom of disoriented letters. The results 
showed no evidence of ADE when the asterisk was at the top or bottom of 
disoriented letters. Based on these and other studies, Corballis ( 1988) 
considered theoretical implications concerning the recognition of familiar 
shapes and proposed three major stages: (a) extraction of a description of 
the shape which is frame-independent (the shape can roughly be identified 
by such a description in long-term memory), (b) the retrieval of the 
internal axis of the just identified shape in long-term memory, (c) if the 
shape is to be distinguished from its mirror image, mental rotation of the 
shape to its upright orientation occurs. That is, mental rotation occurs 
only when the decision about the left or right side of a disoriented shape 
is necessary or when identical shapes and their mirror reflections must be 
discriminated. Eley ( 1982) also found the lack of ADE in the latencies by 
reporting the labels of novel symbols, which had been memorized in 
training. He too admittcd mental rotation as a strategy for symbol 
identifications, but hinted that feature extraction is more fundamental in 
symbol identifications. 
In addition to latencies, error rates can also be utilized as a measure for 
mental rotation. ADE in error rates is characterized by a monotonous 
increase of error rates as the angular disparities between given figure 
pairs increase. For example, Jolicoeur and Landau (1984) found this 
effect in the identification of alphanumeric characters, which they took as 
evidence for the holistic analog process like mental rotation. 
Complexity Effect 
Another critical factor relevant to the nature of figural cognition is the 
presence or absence of a complexity effect. When the speed of 
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identification time against the angular disparities between two disori-
ented figures (i.e., the rate of mental rotation) is affected by the degree 
of the complexity about these figures, the complexity effect is said to be 
present. Initially the complexity effect was not found in mental rotation 
studies (e.g., Cooper, 1975; Cooper & Podgorny, 1976) . The absence of the 
complexity effect enhances the analog position in that, however complex 
it is, an image of a compared figure should preserve its integrity of the 
shape in the course of rotation and thus the comparison with that of a 
standard is considered to be made by the template match in one sequence. 
This analog holistic assumption of mental rotation has been vitiated by 
the results showing the presence of the complexity effect. For example, 
Yuille and Steiger (1982), employing Shepard-type three-dimensional 
figures with an extended number of blocks (17 blocks in stead of original 
10 blocks) reported that, when figural complexity is effectively manipu-
lated, it has a powerful effect on the rate of mental rotation. Folk and 
Luce (1987) , using random polygons as stimuli, found the presence of the 
complexity effect when paired figures were highly similar each other. 
Bethell-Fox and Shepard (1988) also found the complexity effect in 
judgments of identities of figures that were made up by randomly filled-in 
cells in a (3x3) matrix. 
Experimenta] Factors Affecting Iden tification Time 
Looking over these mental rotation studies, we are faced with conflict-
ing results concerning ADE and the complexity effect. It is critical for 
mental rotation studies to show a degree of generality of results that were 
originally obtained with specific types of figures. The types of stimuli, 
however, have been limited in kind and type. The Shepard type block 
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figures, random polygons and alphanumerics are frequently employed; 
other types of figures like cubes, Chinese characters, novel symbol-like 
characters, matrix patterns made up of filled-in cells, and line drawings 
of familiar objects have also been used but less frequently. Among these 
figures, the block figures and the cubes were the projections of 3-D objects 
onto a 2-D plane, whereas all the others were figures portrayed on a 2-D 
plane. The block type Ligures, though hardly found in the real 3-D space, 
can easily be associated with concrete objects like children's toy bricks in 
real life surroundings. Whereas, many 2-D figures have little relevance to 
the real objects and thus more or less abstract. But some 2-D figures like 
alphanumerics are very familiar in shape to people and encoded as 
meaningful symbols. Such a figure can not be further divided into 
meaningful components at any crossings nor inflections of that figure but 
is conceived as distinct entity. Hence, to sum up, despite the limited 
number of Ligural types, the connotations these figures can afford differ 
widely as figural types change. 
Metzler and Shepard (1982) reported that the rates of mental rotation 
should be relatively independent upon the axes (i.e., picture plane and 
depth plane) about which rotation proceeds. However, according to 
Parsons ( 1987) , mental rotations on the 3-D block figures are nearly three 
times as varied as in their rates depending on the axes. Shepard and 
Metzler (1988) also found the consumption time for the rotations of 3-D 
block figures was clearly more than those of 2-D angular figures, 
although the authors attributed the difference in consumption time to the 
10nger encoding time rather than the slower rotation rates for 3-D 
f igures. 
It has been reported that supposed rates of mental rotation would take 
generally less than 3 msldeg for simple and well memorized symbols on 
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the picture plane (e.g., Cooper & Shepard, 1973; Cooper, 1975; Cooper & 
Podgorny, 1976; Hock & Tromley, 1978), 10 to 20 ms/deg for standard 
Shepard type block figures (e.g., Metzler & Shepard, 1974; Yuille & 
Steiger, 1982) and more than 20 ms/deg for more complex and/or 
unpracticed figures (e.g.. Folk & Luce, 1987; Bethell-Fox & Shepard, 
1988). Furthermore, there may exist evidence for the involvement of 
individual differences of spatial abilities and strategy differences in the 
rates of mental rotations (Just and Carpenter, 1985). Thus the position 
that accounts for mental rotation proceeding in the same way both under 
the identifications of block figures and other various types of stimuli 
should be suspect. It is also questionable that the rates do not change 
irrespective of the axes about which mental rotations occur nor of 
individuals and strategies. 
To generate stimulus figures, randomization was employed to make the 
random polygons and the matrix patterns in the above-mentioned 
experimental procedures; other types of figures (e.g., block figures, and 
alphanumerics) were generated all in non-random way. Intuitively 
speaking, randomization will work to reduce stimulus specific effects 
involved in the results obtained, whereas non-random novel figures 
designed to test specific hypotheses will generally lack stimulus control in 
their experimentation. If identification of figures is made by means of 
template match irrespective of their complexities or of other figural 
properties, the latencies will not reflect any stimulus specific effects. 
However, if the identification process requires a certain kind of intelligent 
analysis on some figural characteristics, stimulus specific factors will 
hamper the correct understanding of the processes, because an effect 
caused by an experimental variable like the angular disparity between a 
pair of figures may be confounded by the stimulus specific effects that 
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will　manifest　themselves　only　when　an　intelligent　analysis　is　at　work．
　　Judgments　of　identities　of　two　simultaneously　or　sequentially　presented
figures　are　typical　of　the　task　required　in　the　metal　rotation　experiments．
In　such　task　settings，subjects　are　frequently　requested　to　judge　whether
given　two　figures　were　identical　or　reflected．These　reflected　pa．irs　of
figures　are　symmetrical　with　respect　to　a　plane（for　a　pair　of3－D　mirror
reflected　figures）or　to　an　a，xis（for　a　pair　of2－D　reflected　figures）．Such
reflected　figures　have　all　the　deep　structural　characteristics　in　common
with　its　symmetrical　counterparts．The　deep　structure　in　the　case　of
Shepard’stypeblockfiguresincludesuchcharacteristicsasnumberof
total　blocks，number　of　inflections　of　arms，numbers　of　blocks　in
respective　arms；and　in　the　case　of2－D！ine　figures，such　as　stylized
alphanumerics　and　Chinese　characters，number　of　total　line　segments，
number　of　closures，numbers　of　line　segments　to　constitute　respective
closures，and　number　o｛line　segments．
　　Another　experimental　paradigm　often　adopted　is　the　discrimination　of
a　standard　figure　from　its　perturbed　distractors。For　example，the　stimuli
Cooper（1976）adopted　were　angular　shapes　that　were　formed　by　the
perimetersofrandomlyloca．tedpoints．Anon－identicalpa．irconsistedof
astandardangularshapeandeitheritsreflectedversionorperturbed
version．Aperturbedshapewasgeneratedbytheperturbationsonthe
l・cations・fthec・nstituentp・ints・fastandardshape．Standardand
perturbed　shapes　are　not　symmetrical　and　h＆ve　their　surface　characteris－
tics　like　lengths　of　segments　and　angles　of　inflections　varied，while　their
deep　structural　characteristics，namely　number　of　inflections　（or
equivalently，number　of　segments），unchanged。If　the　contour　of＆
perturbedshapeistraced，itssequenceofthepointsofinflectionsdoesnot
differ　from　that　of　a　standard．Thus，both　a　standard　and　its　perturbed
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shapes are isomorphic with respect to the adjacencies of the points of 
inf lections. 
Nevertheless, it must be noted that there is infinite number of non-
isornorphic pairs of figures between which neither symmetrical character-
istic nor deep structural characteristics are shared. Examples of experi-
ments employing such non-isomorphic pairs of figure include the 
distinction of digits from letters (Corballis and Nagourney, 1978) , cubes 
having an alphanumeric label on each of their faces (Just and Carpenter, 
1985), filled-in matrix figures (Bethell-Fox and Shepard, 1988). The 
analyses on the criteria to select such non-isomorphic pairs as stimuli 
seem insufficient. 
Response latency in a same/different judgment paradigm only shows 
the total time of all the stages necessary to complete the processing. Such 
stepwise processing is logically required for both analog and non-analog 
explanations. To decompose the total processing system in a 
sameldifferent judgment task, Just and Carpenter ( 1976) proposed three 
successive processing stages involved in the identification of Shepard type 
block figures from the results of eye fixations: search, transformation 
and comparison, and corrfirmation. According to the analog holistic 
account, ADE should only manifest itself in the transformation arrd 
comparison but in fact was also found in the other two stages. 
In volvement of Other Higher Cognitive Factors 
Bethell-Fox and Shepard ( 1988) ^found the identification time became 
less dependent on stimulus complexity with continued practice. 
Pellegrino, Doane, Fischer and Alderton (1991) confirmed the results of 
Folk and Luce (1987) by showing that the complexity effect increases as 
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the　increase　of　between－stimulus　similarity　and　the　results　of　Bethell－Fox
and　Shepard　by　showing　tha，t　the　effect　decreases　with　practice．Changes
of　performances　in　figural　identifications　by　extra－stimulus　factors　like
practice　would　suggest　that　the　process　is　not　under　the　automatic　control
by　a　built－in　mechanism．In　fact，some　studies　explicitly　suggest　that
hig’her　order　cognitive　elements　are　involved　in　mental　rotation　processes．
For　example，Paquet（1991）compared　the　rates　of　mental　rotation　under
divided－attention　and　focused－attention　instructions，with　the　f＆ster
rates　being　obtaine（l　under　the　focuse（i－attention　instructions．　These
results　can　be　interpreted　to　mean　that　mental　rotation　is　swayable　by
opti・nalelementslikeattention。JolicoeurandCavanagh（1992），asking
subjects　to　make　mirror－normal　discriminations　of　disoriented
alphanumerics　while　either　the　characters　or　the　background　were
rotating　in　the　stimulus　presentation，claimed　that！ow－level　motion
analysiscentersdonotparticipateinmentalrotati・nprocesses．Theyalso
claimed　that　mental　rotation　occurs　beyond　the　level　of　the　independent
analyses　of　the　media　like　luminance，color，texture，relative　motion　or
binocular（iisparity．
　　Base（i　on　Pyly’shyn’s　criterion　of　the　oogπ訪どoθ∫）θπθ孟rαZ）どZあly，　these
results　wil！be　taken　to　be　evidence　for　the　non－a．nalog　processing．
However，to　assert　this　criterion，it　is　necessary－to　specify　on　what　level
of　biological　functions　the　analog　representational　medium　can　be
implemented．It　is　true　that　on　the　extreme　end　of　the　biological　func－
tions，cognitiveactivitiesarecarriedoutbytheelectricnatureofeach
neuron，which　works　in　O／1，0r　in　a　propositional，way．But　this　ba，sic
fact　does　not　wεしrra，nt　the　claim　that　there　should　be　no　such　activities　as
an　analog　processing　somewhere　higher　in　the　hierarchy　of　the　biologica！
functions．It　must　be　noted　that　we　do　not　have　direct　knowledg’e　about
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biological mechanisms of figural cognition. 
Loca] Analog Processing vs. Global Analog Processing 
According to the second claim of the imagists, an image is a cohesive 
and integrated representation of an object. Let us call this a global analog 
position. As this claim does not explicitly specify an area of the object, 
which is to be represented, the whole area of the object covered by a 
certain viewpoint is considered to be subject to the mental processing 
whose manner is specified in the claims I and 3. And the preservation of 
coherency and integrity of a represented object irrespective of its 
attributes like complexity and size should require nearly unlimited 
processing capacity (a similar argument is found in Pylyshyn, 1973) . The 
analog holistic principle (i.e. , claim 2 ) was first supported by the evidence 
for the absence of the complexity effect but then was begun to be 
questioned as the result of the presence of the complexity effect. The 
unlimited capacity assumption derived from the holistic principle also 
seems to be incongruous with the above stated result indicating the 
presence of the effect of attention strategies on the rates of mental rotation. 
Thus, it would be worth pondering the possibility of a local analog 
position which, although loosening the restriction of claim 2, still 
maintains the imagists' claim of 1, 3 and 4. The claim of this position 
about claim 2 of the imagists' assumptions should thus be modified to: 
2 '. An image is a coherent and integrated representation of a certain area 
of a scene or object from a particular viewpoint, and the area of a 
scene or object to be represented is dependent on the processing 
capacity to be available. For that representation each perceptible 
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element occurs only once with all such elements being simultaneously 
available and open to a perception-like process of scanning. 
As a matter of fact, using an analogy taken from our daily visual 
experiences, which is the basic tenet of the imagists' notion of representa-
tion, the highly resolved visual field covers just a limited area on the 
surface of a large sized object. And in order to comprehend the whole 
object, the assumption of sequential attention to such highly resolved 
fields will be required. 
Dual Mode Explanations 
It is worthy to note that regardless of siding with either the analog or 
propositional camp, many theorists admit that cognitive processes are 
neither thoroughly analog nor propositional. For example, Kosslyn ( 1980) 
in the imagists' side posited a theory which distinguishes two major 
components in image: surface representation and deep representation. The 
surface representation is the quasi-pictorial entity in active memory and 
thus assuming the analog nature, while the deep representations in 
long-term memory have propositional encoding and literal encoding by 
which a surface image can be evoked. Concerning the propositional ideas 
Pylyshyn (1979) , although rejected a holistic analog rotation of images, 
admitted, "such evidence as this does not exclude the possibility that 
some analogue process is involved in the manipulation of component parts 
of the image" (p. 27). 
However, there is a fundamental flaw in the verification of such dual 
mode explanations provided that the object of an experiment is to 
(dis)prove the presence of the analog or the propositional processing. In 
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order　for　any　hypothesis　to　be　verifiable，the　set　of　assumptions　to
constitute　a　hypothesis　must　be　logically　consistent　and　complete．That
is，a　specified　logical　system，as　a　whole，should　be　the　only　indeterminate
term　in　a　theory－experiment　compound，and　there　should　be　no　indetermi－
nacy　within　the　logical　system．However，any　dual　mode　theory　insepara－
bly　contains　both　analog　explanatory　assumptions　and　non－analog　ones　in
one　logical　system　as　the　oblect　of　an　empirical　examination，or　in　other
words，two　indeterminate　terms　within　one　logical　system．Thus，any　dual
m・deexplanati・nfallssh・rt・fthefirstc・nditi・n・fl・gicalc・mpleteness
and　consequently　is　empirically　unverifiable．Therefore，for　the　purpose　of
pr・ving・rdispr・vingeitheranalo9・rpropositionalpositionsitis
necessary　to　avoid　dual　mode　explanations．
　　So　far　I　have　looked　over　several　aspects　which　seem　to　play　significa，nt
but　often　implicit　roles　in　the　analog・／propositional　disputes　over　mental
rotation．Hereafter　I　will　reexamine　that　dispute　and　introduce　a　new
experimental　paradigm．For　reexamination　I　will　try　to　explicitly　theorize
sets　of　assumptions　about　given　experimental　tasks　both　for　analog　and
propositional　expla．nations　in　order　for　them　to　be　verifiable　as　com－
pletely　as　possible．
Fea加rθsasTわθorfzfngAgθn紘sofProposf孟fona1Expla傭fons
　　The　term　prqρos読oηis　too　loose　to　provide　sufficient　specificity　in
the・rizati・nf・rpredictingsubjects’perf・rmancesinaspecificc・gnitive
task　In　this　respect，a　feature　comparison　model　is　taken　up　here　as　one
possible　explanation　within　the　bounds　of　propositionaユexplanations．
　　For　example，Corballis（1988）proposed　a　frame－independent　descrip．
tion　as　an　initial　stage　of　figural　recognition．Although　he　was　not
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specific　about　what　a　frame－independent　description　really　denotes，he
provi（iedεしn　example　o：f　such（iescriptions．“lt（in（iicating　alphabet　B）
consists　of　a　straight　line，with　two　rounded　loops，one　typically　slightly
larger　than　the　other．The　loop　begins　from　opposite　ends　of　the　line，and
curve　around　to　meet　the　line　again　at　a　common　point　in　a．bout　the
middle　of　the　line．Both　loops　are　on　the　same　side　of　the　line．”（p。118）
These（1escriptions　can　be（lualifie（i　as∫θα6μrθs　in　the　usage　of　the　present
study（explained　later）if　they　are　more　systematically　arranged　and
converted　into　the　expressions　by　non－negative　integers。The　term∫θα施rθ
has　been　used　in　various　ways　in　addition　to　the　notion　proposed　by
Corballis．It　may　refer　to　a　part　of　a　given　whole　figure　whose　perceptible
configuration　characterizes　the　figure　itself．Or　it　may　refer　to　a　physical
or　geometric　characteristic　of　a　given　figure．The　formemotion，亘owever，
is　just　what　claim4in　Johnson－Lairずs（1983）summary　of　imagists’
consensuses　implies，Hence，in　order　to　limit　its　usage　to　the　propositional
doma．in，a　feature　is　defined　here　to　assume　a　value，which　may　be　a
truth－value，a　non－negative　integer　value　or　a　relational　value．　These
features　can　be　divi（led．into　two　categories．The　first　categlory　is　a　feature
giving　information　about　a　structura．1（or　a　deep）characteristic　of　a
givenfigure．Afeatureofthistypeassumesatruth－vaユue（e．g．，the
number　of　sides　of　a　triangle　is3is6rαθ）or，in　its　speciaユcase，a
non－negative　integer　value（e．g．，the　number　of　sides　of　a　triangle　is3），It
must　be　noted　that，for　a　feature　having　a　non－negative　integer　value，
only　one　affirmative　expression　about　the　feature　is　true　and　all　the　other
affirmative　expressions　are　false．For　example，the　number　of　sides　of　a
triangleisO（false）；thenumberofsidesofatriangleis2（false）；the
number　of　sides　of　a　triangle　is3（true）；。．．Such　a　deep　structural
characteristic　is　invariant　to　continuous　deformation　imposed　on　a
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：figure。Let　us　call　this　type　of　feature　an　invariant　feature1．The　secon（1
category　is　εしfeature　having　a　relational　value　like　a　location　or　an
・rientati・ns・faspecificcharacteristicindicatedbyaninvariantfeature
or，in　some　cases，other　non－invariant　structural　feature．In　other　words，
such　a　feature　is　dependent　on　an　invariant　or　a　structural　feature2．Let
us　call　this　type　of　feεしture　a　relational　feature．The　values　of　relational
features　vary　when　we　change　a　coordinate　system　or　a　frame　of　reference
by　which　a　given　figure　is　specified．Locationεしl　a．nd　orientationaユ
information　expressed　by　non－negative　real　numbers　can　be　reduced　to
n・n－negativeintegers（e．9．，1stquadrant，2ndquadrant，．．．）orto
propositions（e。g。，top　of，bottom　of，left　of，right　of，．．）．That　is，a
relational　feature　as　well　as　an　invariant　feature　can　be　expressed　by　a
proposition　or　by　a　non－negative　integer，which　is　equivεしlent　to　an　infinite
set・fpr・P・siti・ns。lnthisrespect，itisp・ssiblet・regardanyfeatureas
consisting　of　either　a　single　or　multiple　propositions．
Analo9£ndProposf孟fona1Expla傭fonsToBθExamfnθdfnExper加θ配
　　Let　a　figure　made　of　six　points　and　l　line　segments　which　respectively
span　between　these　six　points　be　named　a　six　point　l　lined　figure［abbrevi－
atedasa（6，1）figure；seeFigure1］．lfallthepairs・fc・rresp・nding
1The　term　invariant　indicators　is　derived　from　the　theory　of　graphs．“A
graphσconsists　of　a　finite　nonempty　setγ＝1（G）ofp　points　together　with
aprescribedsetXofgunorderedpairsofdistinctpointsofγ．Anlnvariant
of　a　graph　G　is　a　number　associated　with　G　whlch　has　the　same　value　for
any　graph　isomorphic　to　G’㌧And　two　graphs　are　said　to　be“isomorphic
if　there　exlsts　a　one－to－one　correspondence　between　their　point　sets　which
preserves　a（ijacency”　（Harary，1969）．
2According　to　Kanbe’s（1991）list　of　lndicators（or　features　ln　the　present
usage），most　realizing　value　indicators　are　contingent　to　graph　invariants，
but　some　realizing　value　indicators　are　independent　of　graph　invariants．
Such　indicators　include　barycenter，contour　and　vortex　which　are　plane
geometrically　defined，
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invariant features between given two (6,1) figures assume identical 
values, the two figures are said to be isomorphic with respect to the 
adjacencies of I Iines. Namely, a pair of isomorphic figures has in 
common all the deep structural characteristics irrespective of coordinate 
systems adopted. 
Figure I . An example of stimuh presented in Experlment 
(an identical prohlem with I = 4 ). 
Hereupon three possible explanations are proposed concerning internal 
processing for identity judgments about simultaneously presented pairs of 
(6,1) figures. These are global artalog, Iocal artaZog, and feature compari-
sort explanations. However, as we have no direct knowledge about the 
neurological mechanisms nor functions of figural cognition at present, 
and as the rationale is questionable whether the Pylyshyn's criterion of 
cognitive penetrability appropriately distinguishes propositional from 
analog processing (see the argument of Johnson-Laird, 1983, p.152), this 
criterion is not to be taken up and thus the theorizations of these 
explanations are all derived from the logical necessities of respective 
explanations. Therefore, the descriptions are made by the terminology of 
the cognitive and psychological levels. It must also be noted that dual 
mode assumptions in each of these explanations (i.e., both analog and 
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propositional　assumptions　are　mixed　within　one　explanation）are　avoided
as　much　as　possible．
　　　　Explana孟fon　byむhe　global　analo9’assHmp孟fons。　　　This　explanation　is
most　congruent　with　the　previously　stated　imagists’consensus　that　an
image　is　holistic，analogous　to　an　extemal　object，and　its　process
continuous．Limiting　the　arguments　on　the　identification　of　disoriented
figures，the　only　mental　transformation　based　on　the　global　analog
assumptions　is　mental　rotation．
　　　　Explan£血。on　by孟hθ10ea1£nalog£ssロmp血’ons．　　Although　this　explana－
tion（ioes　not　fully　satisfy　the　criterion　of　in（1ivisibility　of　a　represented
object（imagists’claim2in　the　Johnson－Laird’s　summary），each
represented　part　still　holds　the　structural　similarity　with　the　correspond－
ing　part　of　a　real　object，and　each　represented　part　submits　to　continuous
transformation．As　to　the　assertions　of　the　global　and　the　local　analog
explanations，the　crucial　difference　lies　not　in　what　is　to　be　processed　but
in　a　relative　extent　of　a　given　figure　in　the　representational　domain　which
is　to　be　highly　activate（i。
　　　　Explana孟fon　by孟he　fea孟Hrθoomparlson　assHmp孟fons。　　Comparison　of
each　fea．turεしl　value　of　a　standard　figure　with　the　corresponding　featural
value　of　a　compared　figure　is　the　essential　aspect　of　the　feature　compari－
son　explanation．For　obtaining　a　value　of　each　feature　we　must　make
some　kind　of　computation．And　it　is　also　necessary　to　ret＆in　the　computed
values　in　short　term　memory　until　the　time　for　their　comparisons．
　　Features　which　are　relevant　to　the　identification　of　a　given　figure　must
be　somehow　selected　for　the　sake　of　comparisons．Two　possibilities　are
conceivable　as　to　the　selections　of　features．One　is　that　all　the　relevant
features　are　predetermined　in　advance　of　the　presentation　of　a　figure．
That　is，we　are　fumished　with　a　prescribed　set　of　features　to　be　activated
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for identifications of any figural stimuli. Let us call such a feature set a 
fixed set. Under the fixed set the whole process of computations and 
comparisons will be executed automatically and unoptionally with their 
processing rate being unaffected by different types of figures. Hence, 
provided that the features are predetermined and that they can distin-
guish any one figure from all the others, the size of the set to which they 
belong must be very large. Here, Iet us call a set of features that can 
distinguish all possible figures from any others a distinguishir~g set and 
let the size of the set be n. As figures become complex, the lower limit of 
r~ also becomes propagated3. Thus it seems most impractical as well as 
counterintuitive that our cognitive processing system is furnished with a 
large set of features which not only apply to fairly complex figures but 
also to simplest figures. For this reason, the assumption about fixed 
feature set is not to be adopted in the present study. 
The other possibility is that subjects may determine the relevant 
features only after the presentation of a figure. We may call this type of 
feature sets as variabZe sets. If an explanatory system employs variable 
feature sets, relevant features can not be predetermined, and some kind of 
analysis on two given figures is required for the feature selections. Thus 
it is logically necessary to postulate a coarse analysis stage where 
relevant features are selected by computations. 
*The minimum of slzes of the distinguishing set is not known at respective 
numbers of Imes. However, by the Kanbe's (1991) Iist of indicators which 
were arbitranly chosen, it is possible to distinguish all the figures from any 
others with only two indicators when the number of lines being I , whereas 
it is sufficient to distmguish all the figures with as many as 71 indicators 
when the numbers of lines being 6 Concerning the distinctions of isomor-
phic sets, numbers of the sets of isomorphs are I for 1= I , 2 for 1=2, 5 forl 
=3, 9for 1=4. 15 for 1=5, and 21 for 1=6. Therefore, sizes of indicators to 
distingulsh each isomorphic set at respective numbers of Imes are no less 
than the corresponding numbers of the sets of isomorphs pointed above. 
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　　Fromthestandpointofpurelypropositiona！explanations，coarse
analysis　must　also　be　undertaken　by　the　propositional　computations．
However，the　nature　of　the　computa，tions　is　difficult　to　specify．One
possibility　is　that　a　propositional　outcome　obtained　in　the　coarse　analysis
stagerefersfeatures。lfthisisthecase，typesofvaluesyieldedbythe
computations　may　include　feature　labels　in　addition　to　the　already　stated
truth　values，non－negative　integers，an（i　relational　values．
　　Under　the　feature　comparison　explanation　respective　sets　of　relevant
features　for　a　standard　and　a　compared　figure　are　computed　and　com－
pared　until　terminating　conditions　are　met．We　define　the　termprooθssぢη9
槻あas　one　sequence　of　the　computations　and　comparisons　conceming　a
givenrelevantfeatureset．ltishypothesizedthroughoutthisstudythat
computations　are　performed　discretely　with　a　processing　unit　and　that　the
computation　time　for　a　feature　is　constant　irrespective　of　feature　types．
Experiment
　　The　purpose　of　the　experiment　was　to　eva！uate　the　feasibilities　of　the
three（lifferent　explanations　concerning　figural　i（ientification：the　global
analo9，the　local　analog　an（l　the　feature　comparison　explanations．The
experiment　followed　a　conventional　simultaneous　presentation　paradigm
of　mental　rotation．A　problem　consisted　of　two　（6，1）figures　were
simultaneously　presented　to　each　subject　who　was　re（luested　to　judge
whether　the　two　figures　were　same　or　different　irrespective　of　their
orientations．
　　In　this　experiment，a　pair　of　figures　consisting　of　a　problem　was
respectively　named　a　compared　figure　and　a　standard　figure　for　the
simplicity　of　theoretical　explanations．A　compared　figure　was　subject　to
a　main　COgnitive（i．e．，analOg　Or　featUral）prOCeSSing　and　a　Standard
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figure was the one the outcome of the processing on the compared figure 
was to be compared with. This classification in essence was arbitrary as 
to decision concerning which of the two was the compared or the standard. 
Three types of problems were presented: identical problems, 
axisymmetrical problems and non-identical/non-axisymmetrical 
problems. An identical problem consists of a pair of figures which are 
mutually identical but disoriented. An axisymmetrical problem consists 
of figures which are mutually symmetric about a specified axis. Non-
identical/non-axisymmetrical problems are those problems which are 
neither identical nor axisymmetrical. 
It must be noted that the term complexity is ill-defined. The definition 
of complexity is basically a matter of semantics. Thus, the number of 
lines in a figure (i.e. 1) may not exactly fit into what complexity denotes. 
But when the number of lines increases, the number of intersections of 
lines, the number of lines incident to each point (i,e. , a degree of a point) 
and jaggedness of a contour in a figure also tend to increase. Especially 
this third characteristic corresponds to what Attneave ( 1957) considered 
one of the determinants of judged complexity (i.e. , number of independent 
turns in a contour) . Thus, we have a sufficient intuitive ground to employ 
the number of lines as an indicator of figural complexity. 
As dependent variables, response latencies and error rates were 
measured. The criteria for the diagnosis of the three explanations were 
problem differences in latencies and in error rates, the number of lines 
effect (NLE) in latencies and in error rates, and angular disparity effect 
( ADE ) . 
Stages Necessary for the Global Analog Explanation 
In order for mental rotation to function as a means of figural 
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identification, it is theoretically necessary to presuppose at least the 
following three successive stages. 
( I ) Transmission of stimulus figure (s) into visual memory. At least a 
percept of a whole compared figure must be transferred to the visual short 
term memory (VSTM) to form an image which is amenable to mental 
rotation. It is not specifiable whether the percept of a standard figure 
should also be transmitted to VSTM or can stay there as a percept for the 
subsequent processing. 
( II ) Determinations ofprincipal axes in two figures. Principal axis here 
denotes the axis most prominently characterizing the figure concerned in 
terms of its geometrical configuration. It can be a major axis of a roughly 
elliptical shape, an axis of symmetry, an axis formed by two concaves, 
and so forth. Determination of a principal axis of one figure (a compared 
figure) with respect to a specific configuration should subsequently 
narrow an elliptical area of its partner (a standard figure) which 
constitutes a corresponding principal axis in which a similar configura-
tion is found. Then, that direction shorter to rotate, counterclockwise or 
clockwise, is determined in relation to the principal axis of the compared. 
This function is necessary in order to incorporate the assumed ability to 
properly induce either counterclockwise or clockwise mental rotation 
according to the angular disparity of the two. 
( nl ) Rotational transformation of the compared figure. At this stage the 
holistic image of the compared figure undergoes mental rotation in 
VSTM. 
( IV ) Comparison of a compared figure with a standard figure. The 
comparison is made between the image of the rotated compared figure and 
the percept of the standard figure with a highly resolved template 
matching. 
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the Global Analog Exp]anation 
1 . No deep analysis of figural structures is required under this explana-
tion. Both in identical problems and axisymmetrical problems, the 
principal axes of standard figures have their corresponding axes found 
in compared figures, and the same/different judgments become 
possible only after the template match at the comparison stage IV. So 
the difference in latencies will not arise between identical and 
axisymmetrical problems. As for most of the non-identical/non-
axisymmetrical problems, the correspondences of the principal axes 
between standard and compared figures will not be detected, and thus 
the processing will not go to the stage 111. For this reason the latencies 
in non-identical/non-axisymmetrical problems will be shorter than 
those in identical problems and in axisymmetrical problems. 
2 . At each of the three stages of the global analog explanation no explicit 
assumption which allows the interference caused by figural complexi-
ties on the processing time is posited. Thus, NLE in latencies will not 
emerge . 
3 . It must be noted that, as the above theorization is intended to give 
precise qualitative predictions in latencies, the predictions about error 
rates should be given only a secondary importance. Among the 
possible causes of errors, the number of stages activated is considered 
to bring about the most systematic effect. As to both identical and 
axisymmetrical problems the judgments must be made after the 
comparisons of figures at the stage IV. Since the comparisons are 
made by the template match, no difference in error rates between 
identical and axisymmetrical problems is expected. Whereas for most 
non-identical/non-axisymmetrical problems it is highly probable 
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　　　that　the　rejections　of　identities　will　be　made　at　the　stage　II　and　thus
　　　the　error　rates　will　become　lower　than　those　of　the　other　two　problem
　　　types。However，these　predictions　a．re　heavily　dependent　upon　the
　　　assumptions　that　there　is　no　judgment　bias　nor　speed／accuracy
　　trade－off。But　these　assumptions　are　not　so　secure　as　to　cause
　　predictionstobestrongenough．
　　　　At　the　same　time，as　the　entire　processing（i．e．，from　the　stage　I　to
　　II　or　from　I　to　IV）is　executed　only　once　in　any　problems，error　rates
　　will　not　be　affected　by　the　complexities　of　given　figures　regardless　of
　　prob！em　types．
4　1n　identical　problems，ADE　in　latencies　will　arise　because　mental
　　rotation　is　induced　as　a　means　for　figural　identifications．
S‘agθsNθeessa項yfor孟hθLoea1AnalogExplana孟fon
　　If　the　local　analog　explanation　should　be　feasible　enough，the　assump－
tions　about　the　following　stages　would　be　required．
　　（1）Transmfssf・n・fae・mparθdand£s伽dardffg・resfη孟・曲almem・ry．
　　　　At　least　the　percepts　of　compared　and　standard　figures　must　be
transmitted　to　VSTM　to　form　images　which　is　amenable　to　designation，
transformation，check　on　connections　and　comparison．It　is　not
specifiable　whether　the　percept　of　a　standard　figure　should　a．lso　be
transmitted　to　VSTM　or　can　stay　there　as　a　percept　for　the　subsequent
processing．
（H）0・arsean伽fs・尻he診w・五’gHrθs．C・arseanalysisisrequiredt。
give　information　about　each　figure（with　possible　information　including
axes　of　correspondence　between　a　standard　and　a　compared　figure，rough
orientation　suggested　by　a　configuration　of　component　parts，10cations
where　a，holistic　figure　can　easily　be　sectionalized，etc．）to　the　next
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designation stage. However, what is being done at the coarse analysis 
stage is not logically specifiable at present. It may be a low resolution 
holistic match between images of a compared and a standard figure, or it 
may be a search for a part of a standard figure that assumes an identical 
image with a corresponding part of a compared figure. According to the 
holistic match account, the rough identity between the two figures may 
also be obtained as a side effect of this analysis. 
( lll ) Preliminary designations on an image plane. This st ge includes at 
least three components: decomposition of the image of a compared figure 
into parts; designation of locations on the image plane to which these 
part images are to be displaced; and designation of an axis on the image 
plane along which these parts are to be aligned. 
( IV ) Transformation of a part of a compared figure. A part image of a 
compared figure in VSTlvl, which may be reinforced at this stage, 
undergoes a mental transformation. During this stage, indivisibility, 
continuity in transformation and identity of the object part with the 
original part should be all preserved. Mental transformation applicable 
here is transference (i.e., translation or rotation) . 
( V ) Check on the proper connection of parts. Provided that the 
transformations employed at IV include translation, a figure constructed 
by successive transformations is not necessarily identical with an original 
compared figure. In order to insure the identity between a constructed 
part and the corresponding original part, some kind of check on proper 
direction at the connection immediately after the transformation is 
required. 
( Vl ) Comparison of the corresponding parts between a compared and a 
The comparison between the part image of the standard figure. 
compared figure and the percepts of the corresponding part of the 
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standard must be made through the highly resolved template match. If the 
two corresponding parts and connections happen to be identical, the 
processing will go back and the stages 111 to VI are reiterated until all the 
comparisons of all the parts are exhausted. In case all the parts and 
connections are congruent between the compared figure and the standard, 
the judgment same is passed, otherwise the judgment differertt is given. 
The notion that the comparison is made by the holistic match after all of 
the local transformations have been completed seems impractical. That 
is, as the logical necessity of the local analog processing comes from the 
capacity limitation, the accumulation of piecemeal images of the 
compared figure itself entails a heavy load on the VSTM and does not 
ameliorate the capacity problem. 
Predictions Derived From the Local Analog Explanation 
1 . Mismatches will be correctly detected either during the coarse analysis 
stage II or during the cornparison stage Vl for non-identical/non-
axisymmetrical problems. For axisymmetrical problems mismatches 
will be found at the comparison stage Vl . The identities will be 
confirmed in identical problems when all of the comparisons of 
decomposed parts are exhausted. Therefore, the latencies would be 
shortest in non-identical/non-axisymmetrical problerns, intermediate 
in axisymmetrical problems, and longest in identical problems. 
2 . As figures become complex, it would be more likely for subjects to 
increase the number of parts to be divided in order to maintain the 
visual images of the respective parts highly resolved. An increase of 
the number of parts requires an increase of the number of iterations of 
the processing in stages from IV to VI, and thus NLE in latencies is 
expected to occur in all three types of problems but having varying 
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magnitudes in the same order as predicted by the problem differences 
in latencies. 
3 . On the same ground as was stated in the global analog prediction, 
error rates should be a subordinate measure. It would be considered 
that errors tend to occur at the time of checking and comparison 
stages. Regardless of the presence or absence of the speed/accuracy 
trade-off relations, if the number of parts and thus the number of 
iterations for the processing steps increases, the chance to make errors 
would also increase. Thus the order of problem differences in error 
rates will be the same as in the case of latencies. In the same way the 
error rates will also show NLE but with varying magnitudes in the 
order predicted by the problem differences in latencies and in error 
rates. 
4 . Under this explanation the latency is the summation of entire time 
consumed at respective six stages. And even if subjects iteratively 
adopt mental rotation, its effect, arising only at the stage IV, would 
be relatively small. So ADE in latencies may come about but it would 
not be very strong. 
Stages Necessary for the Feature Comparison Explanation 
As has been already noted, if subjects adopt the feature comparison 
processing, they must have the ability to detect certain patterns of value 
shifts between the corresponding features of a compared and a standard 
figure. The corresponding features in distinguishing sets show the 
following attributes according to the three different types of problems. 
Between a compared and a standard figure of an identical problem all of 
the corresponding pairs of invariant features have their values identical 
and all of the corresponding pairs of locational features in the polar 
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coordinatedescriptionhavetheirvalueshifts　constant．For　an
axisymmetrical　problem，which　is　isomorphic　about　adjacency　of　lines，
invariantfeaturesdonotchangetheirvalues．Respectivelocational
values　of　a　compared　figure　vis－a－vis　a　standard　figure　in　the　pola．r
coordinates　change　their　angula，r　va．lues　while　the（1istances　do　not　change．
An　angular　disparity　of　a　given　point　of　a　compared　figure　from　the　axis
of　symmetry，which　is　defined　by　the　symmetrical　configurations　of　the
two　figures　of　a　problem　with　respect　to　a　specific　line，assumes　an
opposite　sense　of　but　the　same　value　of　the　disparity　from　the　axis　to　the
corresponding　Point　of　a　standard　figure．However，if　subjects（10not
possessanabilitytodetecttheabovestate⑪attemofvalueshiftsof
axisymmetrical　problems，such　pattems　of　value　shifts　in　locational
features　would　just　give　them　the　irregular　impression．In　non－
identical／non－axisymmetrical　problems　all　the　other　pattems　of　value
shifts　in　corresponding　pairs　of　features　can　occur，But　some　isomorphic
problems　are　included　in　non－identical／non－axisymmetrical　problems．
Their　pattem　of　value　shifts　is　similar　to　that　of　axisymmetrical
problems　except　that　there　is　no　such　constraint　on　the　locational
features．
　　Therefore，for　correctly　making　a読万θrθ舵response　not　only　to
non－identical／non－axisymmetrical　problems　but　also　to　axisymmetrical
problems，it　is　sufficient　to　detect　either　a　difference　of　values　in
invaTiant　features　or　unequal　value　shifts　a，t　locationa，l　features　between
the　two　feature　sets．So　let　us　call　these　pattems　of　changes　of　featural
values　as　negative　ju（igment　patterns．
　　According　to　the　oα而α61θs碗hypothesis　several　rθ1θびαη6∫θα6μrθsθ6s　in
place　of　a　single読s扉η9痂sん加g　sθ6will　be　successivelyεしctivεしted　to
conduct　feature　comparison　processing．Thus　the　number　of　features　to　be
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utilize（i　is　notηin　the　size　of　the（Zεsあ1zgz厩slz乞ηg　sθ6but　le　in　an　arbitrarily
designated　upper　limit　of　feature　comparisons．One　question　inherent　in
びαrεα6Zθsθ6hypothesis　is　whether　subjects　select　rela，tional　features　in　a
set　of　relevant　features．The　sets　of　relevεしnt　features　can　be（1ivi〔le（i　into
two　categories　according　to　the　elements　included　in　them：sets　consist　of
invariant　features　only，and　sets　mixed　with　invariant　features　and
relational　features．As　rela，tional　features　are　logically　d，epend，ent　upon
invariant　or　structural　features，a　set　of　relevεしnt　features　consisting　only
of　relational　features　is　impossible．On　the　other　hand，if　subjects　can
activate　the　sets　consisting　of　only　invariant　features　an（1not　the　sets
consisting　of　invariant　plus　relational　features，axisymmetrical　problems
can　not　be　distinguished　from　identical　problems．In　this　regard，however，
the　following　must　be　accepted：if　subjects　can　successfully　discriminate
identical　from　axisymmetrical　problems，the　average　set　of　relevant
features　contains　both　invariant　and　relational　features　when　trials　are
SUffiCientlypOOled．
　　For　identical　problems　the　correct　ludgment　sα耽θis　only　corroborated
after　any　negative　ju（igment　pattern　are　not　foun（i　in　the　exhaustive
comparisons　for　all　the　correspon（1ing　features　in　the（メεs診〃zgαぢslz♂ηg　sθ診s．
However，if　subjects　adopt　oα冠αわZθsθ6s，the　correct　ludgment　can　not
essentially　be　corroborate（1．It　is　conceivable　that　the　processing　must　be
terminated　midway　when　reaching　the　upper　limit　for　the　number　of
features　to　compared（ん）．So　the　judgment　same　will　be　passed　when　the
processing　reaches　the　upper　limit　without　having　detected　any　negative
judgment　pattem．
　　Takingthesefactorsintoconsideration，theprocessingunderthe
oα冠αわ1θ∫θα施rθsθ6hypothesis　will　go　a，s　followsl
　　（1）Coarse　analysfs　of　a　eomPared　aηd　a　s診andard　ffgHre．　　　Coarse　analyses
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of　both　figures　are　required　un（ler　theひαr6αわ1θsε6hypothesis．Although
the　precise　nature　of　the　coarse　analysis　is　not　specifiable，it　must　include
the　designation　of　a　set　of　relevant　features　which　a，re　to　be　activate（1．
　　（1）CompH孟a‘fon　of孟力θrθ1θvan‘fθa加rθsむo　a　s孟andard　f了9ロrθ．　　Values　of
releVant　featUreS　Of　a　Standard　figUre　are　COmpUted　and　StOred　in　the
STM．
　　（m）Compロ孟a孟fon　of孟he　re1θmη虚fθa頽res‘o　a　oomp£rθdfコ。gHrθ．　　Va，lues　of
relevant　features　of　a　compared　figure　are　computed　and　stored　in　the
STM．
　　（IV）C・mparfs・n・fc・皿θsp・n曲gfθa加resbθ帥θθna・・mparθdanda
s孟andardffgHrθ。　　At　this　stag・e　value　shifts　in　the　corresponding　releva，nt
features　are　computed　and　their　pattem　is　evaluated．
　　（V）Dθofsfon　ovθr孟he　oon伽ua孟foηorむθrmfna血’on　of訪e　prooθssfng．　　If
either　negative　judgment　pattem　is　detected　or　the　number　of　features
having　been　compared　reaches　a、n　upper　limitん，a　decision　is　made　to
terminate　the　processing　and　a　judgment　is　passed　accordingly．
Otherwise，the　processing　retums　to　stage　I　and　reiterates　the　same　steps
again，ThesequenceofstepsfromltoVconstitutesaunitofthefeature
processing．
　　Of　the　computation　and　comparison　stages　II，皿，IV，the　distinction
between　parallel　and　serial　processing　is　a　critical　issue　on　the　interpreta－
tions　about　la，tency　data。Unfortunately　though　we　can　not　infer　the
number　of　feature　processing　units　to　be　activated　in　one　judgment．Even
if　we　assume　that　the　times　consumed　for　each　stage　I　and　V　is　constant，
the　effect　by　unspecified　factors　on　the　total　consumption　time　caused　at
II，皿，IV　will　inevitably　be　accumulated　as　the　number　of　processing　units
increases。And　such　perturbation　may　at　some　point　overwhelm　the
sy『stematic　difference　of　latencies　derived　from　the　parallel／seria1
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distinction．In　addition，an　average　number　of　relevant　features　included
in　respective　processing　units　is　not　determined　a　priori．However，as　an
entire　process　is　a　concatenation　of　feature　processing　units，a　judgment
may　be　reached　after　one　or　more　processing　units　have　been　checked。And
provi（1e（i　that　an　average　of　the　tota！numbers　of　features　activated　in　one
problem　is　large　enough，relative　to　an　average皿mber　of　relevant
features　within　one　processing　unit，an　overall　identification　process　can
be　conceived　of　as　a　near　serial　process．As　the　notion　that　a，relatively
large　number　of　features　are　activated　at　one　time　and　processed　in
parallel　is　highly　improbable　from　an　intuitive　standpoint　as　well　as
againsttheclaimthatcontrolprocessingisaserialprocess（cf．Schneider，
Dumais，＆Shiffrin，1984），the　roughly　serial　self－terminating　processing
is　assumed　here．
Prθdfe孟fonsDθrfyθdFrom孟hθFea加rθOomparfsonExplana孟fon
　　The　following　predictions　are　based　on　the　oα而αb♂θsθ6hypothesis．They
are　also　based　on　the　derivative　assumptions　that　the　time　necessary　to
compute　and　compare　is　constant　irrespective　of　feature　types，that　the
averεしge　set　of　relevant　features　contains　both　invariant　an（l　relational
features，that　the　processing　is　executed　in　roughly　serial　self－terminating
manner，and　that　the　memory　and　processing　load　do　not　substantially
interfere　with　the　process　of　fig・ural　identification　except　a．s　an　upper
limit　of　feature　comparisons，ん．
1．The　correct　judgment　in　a　non－identical／non－axisymmetrical　problem
　　　is　possible　by　the　first　detection　of　a　negative　judgment　pattem。Even
　　　if　subjects　focus　only　on　invariant　features，most　non－identical／non－
　　　axisymmetrical　problems　can　be　correctly　rejected　as読ガθrθ砿
　　　Whereas，for　axisymmetrical　problems　the　only　clue　for　the　correct
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judgment is the detection of unequal value shifts in locational 
features. Therefore, provided that the upper limit h is constant 
irrespective of problem types, the average latency to detect negative 
judgment patterns will take longer in axisymmetrical problems than 
in non-identical /non-axisymmetrical problems. For identical 
problems the correct judgment same can only be attained by complet-
ing all the k comparisons of features without having detected either 
negative judgment pattern. So the average latency must be longest in 
identical problems. 
2 . As figures become complex, the sizes of their distinguishirtg sets 
mcrease. For both axisymmetrical and non identlcallnon 
axisymmetrical problems, the average number of comparisons before 
encountering either negative judgment pattern will increase according 
to the figural complexity. Of course after the processing reaches the 
upper limit h, there will appear no NLE in the region of further 
complexity. As a whole, even though such ceiling on NLE may occur, 
we will still find the effect in both types of problems due to the 
presence of the effect in the region of lower complexity. For identical 
problems the complexity effect is expected to occur when the size of a 
distinguishing set (n) is smaller than the upper limit of feature 
comparisons (h), or when, as problems become complex, the upper 
limit is correlatedly raised. The former case is compatible with the 
present theoretical framework because the sizes of the distin;guishir~g 
sets of simple figures should be relatively small and below the limit h. 
Meanwhile, the latter case requires another presupposition, namely, 
that the upper limit fluctuates. Though this possibility of the 
fluctuation of the upper limits is conceivable, at now it seems 
speculative to introduce a new presupposition which is difficult to 
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justify. In this regard, the fixed limit assumption is used, and the 
predictions that the presence of the complexity effect in latencies in 
the low complexity region and the absence of the effect in the high 
complexity region are derived. In summary, the effect will be expected 
to occur in all three types of problems due to the emergence of the 
effect in the low complexity region. 
3 . For the same ground as was stated in the global analog and local 
analog predictions, error rates should be given only a secondary 
importance. Regardless of the presence or absence of the 
speed/accuracy trade-off, as the number of feature comparisons 
mcreases, the chance to make errors will also increase. Because the 
predicted latencies reflect the number of the feature processing units 
to be activated, error rates would also exhibit the same order of 
problem types as in latencies. That is, error rates will be lowest in 
non-identical/non-axisymmetrical problems, intermediate in 
axisymmetrical problems and highest in identical problems. At the 
same time, for the same reason all of the problem types would show 
NLE in error rates. 
4 . As an orientation of a given property embedded in a figure is consid-
ered not to affect the computation time nor comparison time, ADE in 
latencies will not presumably arise. 
Method 
Subjects. Eighteen female junior college students aged 19 and 20 
taking general psychology course. They volunteered to participate in the 
experiment. They had no prior experience of undertaking any psychologi-
cal experiment. 
Apparatus. A microcomputer (EPSON PC-286V) connected with a 
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14 inch color CRT display (SHARP CU-14AG2) , a keyboard, and a mouse. 
Timing was counted by a TIR-6 (98) timer/counter module. 
Figures consisting of six points and I Iines [ (6,1) Stim ulus. 
figures]. The six points in each figure were located at the vertices of the 
regular hexagon with sides 3.85 cm long. The vertices of the regular 
hexagon were respectively labeled with the number~ I to 6 counterclock-
wise from the upper right. The points were symbolized by filled-in circles 
with diameter of 0.44 cm. The center of each filled-in circle was displaced 
0.22 cm horizontally outward (in case of the vertices 1, 3, 4 and 6) or 
vertically outward (in case of the vertices 2 and 5) from the position of 
the vertex. Hereafter, such filled-in circles are simply called points. The 
formation of a figure was implemented by drawing line segments between 
1 specified pairs of the points. Two (6,1) figures projected onto a CRT 
side by side constituted one problem. The between-center horizontal 
distance of two figures of a problem was 12.6 cm. An example of a 
problem is shown in Figure l. 
A pair of uniformly distributed randorn Problem generation.
positive integers from I to 6 was taken to designate a line segment which 
spans between the so labeled vertices of the hexagon. Thus I pairs of 
randorn numbers corresponded to a figure made up of 1 Iines. Three types 
of problems were generated: identical problems, axisymmetrical problems 
and non-identical/non-axisymmetrical problems. An identical problem 
consisted of a pair of figures, which was mutually identical in shape but 
was disoriented by a certain angular disparity. Five angular disparities 
were prescribed for identical problems: 60' counterclockwise, 120' coun-
terclockwise, 180 ' counterclockwise, 60 ' clockwise, 120 ' clockwise. 
ldentical figure pairs with the angular disparity being O' were discarded 
from an identical problem set. An axisymmetrical problem was made up 
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of a pair of figures, which was mutually symmetrical with respect to a 
given axis of symmetry. Six axes of symmetry were respectively desig-
nated whose angles were O' , 30' , 60' , 90' , 120' , and 150' counter-
clockwise from the horizontal. If a generated axisymmetrical problem 
happened to be an identical problem at the same time, the problem was 
discarded from an axisymmetrical problem set. Any (6,1) figures which 
were neither identical nor axisymmetrical were categorized into non-
identical/non-axisymmetrical problems. The probabilities for identical 
problems, axisymmetrical problems, and non-identical/non-
axisymmetrical problems were initially set at 0.50, 0.25, and 0.25, with 
the use of uniformly random numbers. However, the discard of some of 
the identical and axisymmetrical problems made the real proportions of 
problem types substantially deviate from the expected probabilities. As 
numbers of lines were also randomly assigned from one to six, the 
expected numbers of figures with respective number of lines (Is) approxi-
mated to be equal, although this very procedure induced oversamplings of 
figures with smaller Is compared with the figures having larger Is. As all 
axisymmetrical problems are identical problems when the number of lines 
equals one, the category of axisymmetrical problems with 1=1 was not 
included as an experirnental condition. The order of presenting the types 
of problems was also randomized. 
Each problem started when the words JUNBIWA Proced ure. 
IIDESKA (equrvalent to "are you ready?" in English) appeared at the 
center of the CRT. When a subject pressed the return key of the keyboard, 
the ready sign disappeared and was replaced with the blank screen lasting 
for 2.5 s. Then a beep as well as a fixation circle with diameter of 0.73 cm 
at the center of the screen was presented. After 0.5 s, a problem (i.e., a 
pair of figures) was displayed. The time count started just after the 
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completion of drawing a problem and ended by pressing one or the other 
side of the mouse. Subjects were told that two figures are same if, after 
rotating one figure about its center, its rotated shape comes to be 
perfectly matched with the shape of the other figure. While holding the 
mouse lightly with their preferred hands, the subjects were required to 
press the left- sided button when they judged two figures are same and to 
press the right-sided button when they judged two figures to be different. 
They were emphasized to press a button as quickly as possible. They sat at 
a comfortable distances from the CRT but no control was exerted over 
postures. 
Each subject judged five problems with feedback answers as a practice 
session before embarking on the tests. The test session consisted of 180 
problems without feedback answers. 
Results 
Criteria for subsequent analyses. The averag  error rate for all the 
subjects was 16.90/0 . Out of eighteen subjects three were discarded from 
the analysis because of the exceedingly high error rates (49 to 64 errors 
out of 180 problems or 27.20/0 to 35.60/0). In order to inspect how the 
latencies changed in the course of doing the experiment, 180 trial session 
for each subject was divided into four quarters containing 45 trials each. 
After combining all the data of the sixteen subjects, averaged latencies 
for respective quarters were computed. The averaged latency for the first 
quarter was 3.65 s, for the second quarter 3.15 s, for the third quarter 2.97 
s and for the fourth quarter 2.80 s. The corresponding standard deviations 
were 2.65, 2.50, 2.55, and 2.52 s, respectively. This showed a clear 
decremental trend of latencies. For ascertaining where did the trend come 
to asymptotic and stabilized, the t tests were conducted. The difference 
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between the first quarter and the second, third, forth quarters combined 
was significant, t(3238) = 6.60, p< .O1. Likewise, the difference between 
the second quarter and the third and forth quarters combined was 
significant, t(2428)=2.46, p<.05. On the other hand, the difference 
between the third quarter and forth quarter was not significant, t 
(1618) = 1.39, p>.05. Therefore, the subsequent analyses, except the tests 
involving individual differences, used the data of the third and forth 
quarters. Erred judgments were also excluded from the subsequent 
analyses . 
As the initial computer program for problem generation was found to 
be insufficient to classify identical problems from axisymmetrical 
problems, checking of all axisymmetrical problems was conducted at the 
time of the analysis. If a problem happened to be an identical problem as 
well as an axisymmetrical problem, the problem was reclassified into an 
identical problem, which I call a rotation check. Because of this procedure, 
the obtained ratios of respective problems deviated from what the 
program initially expected. 
In order to compute linear functions of latencies against the angular 
disparities between two figures, the present study superimposed the 
clockwise angular disparities on the counterclockwise disparities. That is, 
latencies with the disparity of 60' clockwise were combined with those 
with the disparity of 60 ' counterclockwise and latencies with the 
disparity of 120' clockwise were combined with those with the disparity 
of 120' counterclockwise. This treatment can be justified by the results 
showing the parity of both directions. In other words, the slope of the 
regressed latencies in relation to counterclockwise departures was 6.60 
ms/deg and the slope of the regressed latencies to clockwise departures 
was -5.37 ms/deg, respectively. Here, neither the difference between the 
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obtained　slope　of　clockwise　departure（一5．37ms／deg）＆nd　the　projected
slope　from　counterclockwise　departure（一6．60ms／deg）nor　the　difference
between　the　obtained　slope　of　counterclockwise　departure（6．60ms／deg）
and　the　projected　slope　from　clockwise　departure（5．37ms／deg）was
significant（t（390）＝．45，P＞．05f・rthef・rmercase；t（394）＝．47，P＞．05
for　the　latter　case）．
　　　　0θnθral　aspeo孟s。　In　the　condition　which　includes　all　problem　types，
all　numbers　of　lines　and　all　judgments，the　number　of　valid　trials（i．e．，
those　in　the　third　and　forth　quarters）was1350，the　total　number　of
correct　judgments1200and　the　total　erroHate11．1％．The　overall　mean
of　the　latencies　of　correct　judgments　was2．97s　and　its　standard　deviation
2．54s．The　mean　latency　was1．54s　at1＝1，2．35s　at1＝2，2．98s　at1＝3，
3．15s　at1＝4，3．94s　at1＝5，an（i4．23s　at1＝6．
　　In　this　experiment　the　average　latencies　for　the　respective　subjects
ranged　from1．65s　to5．41s，and　their　standard　deviations　ranged　from
O．67s　to4．39s．By　conducting6tests　on　all　of　the　possible　combinations
of　the　subjects，it　was　found　that　out　of105possible　pairs，73pairs　of　the
subjects　were　different　in　mean　latencies　at1％significant　level　and7
pairs　were　different　at5％1eve1．Therefore，it　is　evi（lent　that　there　was
individual　difference　in　latencies．Although　the　d．ata．of　three　subjects　had
been（1iscar（le（i　because　of　excee（1ingly　high　error　rates，error　rates　range（1
from4．4％to22．2％and　individual　difference　in　error　rates　was　still
evident（40pairs　out　of105possible　pairs　of　the　subjects　were（1ifferent　at
5％level）．There　was　no　clear　indication　of　speed／accura，cy　trade－off　in
subjects（r＝．43）；rather，a　few　subjects　showed　both　high　speed　and　high
accuracy．Of　the　fifteen　subjects，two　were　especially　low　in　latencies
（1．65s　and1．70s）and　at　the　same　time　especially　low　in　error　rates
（7．2％and4．4％，respectively）．As　against　the　mean　latency　of3．24s　and
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the mean orror rate 14.40/0 , thcse two subjects were the fastest and the 
second fastest in response latencies and the third most accurate and the 
most accurate in accuracy. On the other hand, the two subjects with the 
slowest in latencies (5.41 s and 4.63 s) were also fairly high in error rates 
(17.20/0 and 19.40/0, respectively) . Thus it is clear that there were compe-
tent subjects and incompetent subjects in conducting the present figural 
identification judgments. 
The averaged Problem differences in latenci s and crror rates. 
latencies and their standard deviations in the total numbers of lines 
condition, which includes all the numbers of lines from one (or two in the 
case of axisymmetrical problems) to six, were 3.31 s and 2.54 s, respec-
tively, for identical problems, 5.04 s and 3.44 s for axisymmetrical 
problems, and 1.71 s and 1.24 s for non-identical/non-axisymmetrical 
problems. Tests on these averages showed that all of the problem pairs 
were significantly different: between identical and axisymmetrical 
problems, t( 784 ) = 6.76, p< .OI ; between identical and non-identical/non-
axisymmetrical problems, t(1025)=11.46, p<.O1; between axisym-
metrical and non-identical/non-axisymmetrical problems, t(513 ) = 16. 15 
; p<.O1. Thus it is evident that the latencies were shortest for non-
identical/non-axisymmetrical problems, Iongest for axisymmetrical 
problems, and inbetween for identical problems. Error rates were 6.60/0 
for identical problems, 40.90/0 for axisymmetrical problems and 2.00/0 for 
non-identical /non-axisymmetrical problems. The problem differences in 
error rates werc significant in all the pairs of problem types by two-sided 
normal distribution tests: between identical and axisymmetrical prob-
lems, z=10.20, p<.O1; between identical and non-identical/non-
axisymmetrical problems, z=3.89, p< .O1; between axisymmetrical and 
non-identical/non-axisymmetrical problems, z= 1 1 .76, p< .OI . 
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NLE in latencies and error rates. As has been already noted, NLE 
roughly corresponds to the complexity effect commonly used in mental 
rotation studies. Figure 2 and Table I clearly show the existence of NLE 
in all three types of problems. The same order of average latencies 
7 
6 
5 
l~ o o (o F::4 
.H ~J 
h o~3 o +~ ee ~l 
2 
1 
O 
-o- Identical 
'1- Axi symm. 
lr Noni d/nonax. 
l 2 3 4 5 6 Number of Lines 
Figure 2 . Latency as a functions of Imes for each problem type. 
Table l 
Linear Regression of Latencies vs. Number of Lirtes by 
Each Problem Type 
Problem n r2 Intercept " Slo pe b t ( n-2 ) 
ldentical 
Axisymm. 
Nonid./nonax. 
649 
137 
378 
. 134 
.145 
.083 
1446 
1459 
1068 
536 10.02** 
924 4.79** 
205 5.85** 
Note. Axisymmetrical problems were subject to rotatlon checks. The data 
Included judgrnents at all angular disparities. They also included both 
same and different judgments but did not include incorrect uudgments. 
(in ms). ' b (in msnine) 
**p < .O1. 
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revealed in problem differences (i.e., the latencies were shortest for 
non-identical/non-axisymmetrical problems, Iongest for axisymmetrical 
problems and inbetween for identical problems) was preserved throughout 
the respective numbers of lines from one to six. 
Figure 3 shows error rates of respective problems plotted against the 
numbers of lines. For axisymmetrical problems, although the rate jumped 
at 1=6 (i.e., p=.52), there were no significant differences between any 
pairs of numbers of lines by normal distribution tests. However, it must 
be noted that the numbers of samples at respective numbers of lines were 
rather small throughout: for 1=2, n=33; for 1=3, r~=25; for 1=4, n 
=28; for 1=5, rt=28; for 1=6, n=23. The same tests also revealed that 
O. 5 
O. 45 
O. 4 
O. 35 
(L) ~ O. 3 l
c~5 y 0.25 o y O. 2 ~ Fi~ 
O. 15 
O. 1 
O. 05 
O 
-･- Identical 
-F Axi symm. 
IF Non i d/nonax 
1 2 3 4 5 6 Number of Lines 
Figure 3 . Error rate eLS a functlons of number of hnes for 
each prohlem type 
in axisymmetrical problcms no significant difference was found between 
the obtained error rates and the theoretically random judgments (i.e.,p 
=.5) for any numbers of lines from two to six. For identical problems, 
the rates were almost flat and low except at 1=4 where the rate signifi-
cantly differed by 50/0 Ievel from those at 1= 1, 2 and 3 but not from those 
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at1ニ5and6．As　the　differences　in　error　rates　of　all　the　combinations
comprising1ニ1，2，3，5and6were　not　significant，the　pattems　of
differences　should　not　be　considered　as　systematic　but　would　be　attributed
to　a　sud（len　increase　of　errors　at　1＝4．As　to　non－identical／non－
axisymmetrical　problems，normal　distribution　test　about　error　rates　was
not　conducted　for　any　pairs　combining　to1＝4，because　error　rate　at1＝4
was　O。For　any　other　pairs　the　differences　were　not　significant．Therefore，
it　could　be　concluded　that　there　were　no　sufficiently　strong　trends　in　error
rates　with　regard　to　the　numbers　of　lines　in　all　three　types　of　problems．
　　ADElnlaむθnofes・　Table2giveslinearregressionsoflatenciesagainstangular
disparities　in　identical　problems．The古values　show　that　the　linearity　was　detected　at
1％significance　level　only　in　the　totεしl　numbers　of　lines　condition　which　collapses　all
numbers　of　lines．Even　a．t5％significance，except　for　the　total　numbers　of　lines
condition，linearity　was　found　only　when　the　number　of　lines　was　two．
　　　　　　Table2
　　　　　　L伽αrRθgrθSSε0π0∫Lα6θπ0‘θSびS．z4η9μ1αrD細αr痂θSα6
　　　　　　Eαoh〈流z乙ητわθr　o∫五’ぢηθs6πZdθ1z友oαl　Pro匠）1θηzs
　　　　　No．lines　π　　r2　1ntercepta　Slopeb　6（η一2）
　　1
　　2
　　3
　　4
　　5
　　6
Total
115
107
116
83
119
109
649
．002
．038
．004
。000
。023
．027
．012
1554
1843
3044
3671
3147
3089
2635
1．47
6．05
3．55
　．21
10．06
11．32
6．18
．57
2．04＊
．73
．03
1．66
1．73
2．82＊＊
1Voむθ．The　da．ta　lncluded　judgments　at　all　angular　disparities．The　data
also　inclu（1ed　both　same　and　defferent　judgments　but　did　not　include
inCOrreCtjUdgmentS，
　a（inmS）．　　b（inmS／deg，）
　＊P〈，05．＊＊P〈．01．
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Table 3 
Latencies at Respective Angular Disparities in Iden;tical 
Problems ( Total Numbers of Lines Coridition) 
Dis parity rb Error rate M (in s) SD (in s) 
+ 
+ 
60' 
120' 
180' 
251 
259 
139 
.063 
.075 
.054 
2.98 
3.42 
3.70 
2.22 
2.63 
2.87 
Note. Latencies were combined for both directions at each disparity. 
Incorrect judgements were e*ctuded. 
And concerning the total numbers of lines condition, but without regard 
to the directions of the departures, it is shown that the latencies became 
10nger with the increase of the angular disparities (see Table 3). When 
applying t tests to these latencies, significant differences were found 
between the disparity of 60' and that of 120' (t[508]=2.02,p<.05) and 
between the disparity of 60' and that of 180' (t[388] =2.78, p< .O1), 
but between the disparity of 120' and that of 180' the difference was 
not significant ( t[396] = 1.00, p> .05) . 
Discussion 
Problem differences in latencies Problem differences in latencies. 
were clearly present in this experiment. Latencies were shortest in 
non-identical/non-axisymmetrical problems, intermediate in identical 
problems and longest in axisymmetrical problems. Diagnosing the three 
explanations by the criterion about the problem differences in latencies, 
all three failed to predict the order of latencies, especially between 
axisymmetrical problems and identical problems. This order was all 
preserved even when looking at the respective numbers of lines (see Figure 2). 
As the global analog explanation asserts that the identification is made 
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by　a　holistic　template　match　following　mental　rotation，there　is　no
definite　way　to　reconcile　this　explanation　with　the　obtained　problem
difference　between　identical　and　axisymmetrical　problems．
　　Whereas，by　the　local　analog　and　the　feature　explanations　this　problem
difference　seems　to　be　explicable　when　some　ad　hoc　assumption　are
posited．
　　First，to　consid．er　the　explicability　of　the　local　analog　explanation
about　the　prolongation　of　latencies　in　axisymmetrical　problems．From　an
analog　viewpoint，a　handedness　of　a　given　pa，rt　of　a　fig』ure，or　a．direction
of　a　ben（i　of　a　part　at　a　certain　connection　of　a　figure，is　i（ientically
oriented　with　a　handedness　of　a　corresponding　part　of　the　partner　figure
in　an　identical　problem，whereas　in　an　axisymmetrical　problem　a
han（ie（iness　of　one　figure　at　each　connection　bears　an　oPPosite　orientation
to　the　han（ie（lness　of　the　correspon（1ing　Part　of　the　other　figure．That　is，
the　difference　of　the　two　problem　types　lies　in　the　local　orientations　of
respective　parts．Here　handedness　information　itself　is　considered　not　to
be　of　an　analog　nature．
　　If　people　can　not　fully　discriminate　the　handedness　of　figures　as　some
researchers　insist（e．g．，Corballis＆McLaren，1984；Corballis＆Cullen，
1986），thentheobtainedpr・blemdifferencescouldbeexplainedbythe
local　analog　position．As　it　is　the　checking　stεしge　V　that　ensures　the　proper
alignment　of　orientation　of　respective　parts　at　a　certain　connection，
indiscriminativeness　of　handedness　of　figures　indicates　this　checking　stage
is　not　perfect　enough　to　properly　align　the　local　orientations　of　parts。It
may　also　indicate　that　subjects　lack　the　ability　to　integrate　this　non－
anaユog　handedness　information　with　an　analog　image．
　　The　result　that　error　rates　were　high　for　all　complexities　and　especiεしlly・
high　when　the　number　of　lines　was　six　also　bolsters　the　notion　that
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axisymmetrical problems were very difficult because the subjects could 
not properly align local orientations of figural parts at the moment of 
checking. 
However, at the time of identity judgment which follows the partial 
comparisons, the possibility that an image of a part of a compared figure 
and a percept ( or an image) of its axisymmetrical partner are congruently 
matched will be fairly low because any of these two corresponding parts 
are mutually symmetrical with reference to the axis of symmetry. It is 
conceivable in such a situation that subjects try to enhance an already 
obtained premature different judgment that should be derived in fact 
from the non-identity of a problem and not from the indiscriminativeness 
of handedness. Therefore, if we hold that the processing proceeds in a 
strictly stepwise manner and that an identity judgment is only made at 
the moment of comparison, the result that the prolongation of latencies 
was conspicuous in axisymmetrical problems but not so much in identical 
problems would be attributable to the repeated activation of the process-
ing cycle from the checking stage(or, in case the image is degraded, from 
the transformation stage) to the comparison stage in order to enhance the 
unconfirmed non-identical evaluation. 
Another aspect which may not be contradictory to the preceding 
argument but may still be relevant to the prolongation of latencies in 
axisymmetrical problems is an inconsistency of outputs between the 
coarse analysis and the comparison. This idea only makes sense when 
assuming that the processing made at the coarse analysis stage is a low 
resolved holistic match and that during the confirmation of the compari-
son stage, the processing is made by a high resolved partial match. As an 
image of the comparison is more highly resolved than an image of the 
coarse analysis, if a mismatch occurs at the comparison stage the 
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judgment読∬α2碗will　be　pa．ssed　without　having　the　sta、te　of　indetermi－
nacy．In　cases　when　the　coarse　analysis　is　sα醜θand　that　of　the　compari－
sonissαmθ，thereisnoinconsistencyofidentityinformationandno
indeterminacy　arises．Hence，indeterminacy，a　possible　source　of　the
prolongation，arises　only　when　the　output　of　the　coarse　analysis　is
読∬θrθη6an（l　that　of　the　comparison　is　sαη乙θ．However，provided　that　the
output　of　the　comparison　is　sαmθin　axisymmetrical　problems，the
rationale　for　reaching　this　output　may　probably　be　reduced　to　the
argument　about　the　indiscriminativeness　of　handedness．Therefore，even
assuming　that　there　is　an　inconsistency　of　outputs　between　the　coarse
analysis　and　the　comparison，it　does　not　deny　nor　bolster　the　lust　stated
explication　of　the　local　analog　explanation．
　　Viewing　from　a　featural　account，the　result　that　the　subjects　could
make　the　judgments　fairly　well　not　only　about　non－identical／non－
axisymmetrical　problems　but　also　about　identical　problems　indicates　that
invariant　and　relational　features　were　both　activated　at　the　comparison
stage．Also　from　featural　viewpoint，the　difference　between　identical
problems　and　axisymmetrical　problems　lies　in　how　values　of　locational
features　varyF　between　a　compa、red　and　a　standard　figure：a　constant　shift
of　angular　values　for　the　former　type　and　transpositions　of　angular
values　for　the　latter．Thus　the　judgment　difficulty　found　in
axisymmetrical　problems　would　be　taken　to　indicate　that　subjects　can　not
keep　track　of　complex　shifts　of　relational　features．However，as　was
alreadystated，tojudgeaxisymmetricalproblemsas4梛θrθ舵doesnot
require　monitoring　such　a　complex　shifting　pattem　but　only　requires　the
firstdetectionofunequalvalueshift．lnthisrespect，providedthatthe
processing　is　to　be　carried　out　in　a　sequential　and　non－recurrent　mamer，
there　seems　no　way　to　reconcile　the　observed　difficulty　in　axisymmetrical
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problems with the feature assumptions. 
In addition, the coarse analysis is prescribed only to designate a 
relevant feature set, the presence of the problem difference cannot be 
attributed to the discrepancies of identity information between the coarse 
analysis stage and the decisional stage as in the case of the local analog 
explanation. 
To sum up, neither the global analog explanation nor the feature 
explanation is compatible with the obtained order of the problem 
differences in latencies. To the local analog explanation, though ad hoc in 
explications, has some room to accommodate the prolonged latencies 
found in axisymmetrical problems, which are the source of discrepancy 
between the predictions and the results. 
NLE in latencies was evident in all three types of NLE in la tencies. 
problems. However, when conducting the linear regression analysis of the 
latencies against the numbers of lines, the slopes differed widely accord-
ing to the problem types. The ratio of the slope of identical problems to 
that of non-identical/non-axisymmetrical problems was 2.6, and the 
ratio of the slope of axisymmetrical problems to that of non-
identical/non-axisymmetrical problems was 4.5. The wide variations of 
the ratios coupled with the illustration of Figure 2 show the problem 
differences just discussed were not incidentally found in the total numbers 
of lines condition but were ubiquitous at all levels of complexities. In this 
respect, the predictions fit with the results in the local analog explanation 
and in the feature explanation but not in the global analog explanation. 
Problem differences and NLE in error rates. As erro  rates are 
considered to interact with latencies, the robustness of the prediction 
concerning this measure was not strong for all of the three explanations. 
Concerning problem differences, error rates in the incremental order of 
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non－identical／non－axisymmetrical　problems，identical　problems，and
axisymmetrical　problems　were　significantly　different．Therefore，all　the
three　explanations　failed　their　predictions　about　error　rates．And　at　the
same　time　this　incremental　order　of　error　rates　was　coincidental　with　the
incremental　order　of　latencies。Thus　this　order　could　be　taken　to　show　the
order　of　problem　difficulties．
　　Error　rates　showed　no　systematic　trends　in　relation　to　the　numbers　of
lines　in　any　problem　types．This　result　is　only　consistent　with　the
pre（1iction　by　the　global　analog　explanation。
　　The　absence　of　NLE　in　error　rates　coupled　with　the　presence　of　the　same
effect　in　latencies　indicates　thεしt　there　was　no　speed／accuracy　trade－off．
Looking・at　the　low　error　ra，tes　both　in　non－identicεし1　／non－
axisymmetrical　problems　and　identical　problems，the　sublects　seem　to
have　given　priority　to　accuracy　over　spee（1an（i　thus　the　latency（1ata　are
considered　to　be　more　informative　as　to　apPraise　the　respective　explana－
tions．This　interpretation　is　consistent　with　the　claim　of　all　the　three
explanations　that　error　rates　shoul（i　be　a　secondary　measure　for　the
diagnosis．
　　However，it　must　be　noted　that　for　axisymmetrical　problems　error
rates　were　especially　high　even　in　problems　with　small　numbers　of　lines
and　they　reached　their　maximum　of52％when　the　number　of　lines　was
six．This　simply　indicates　that　the　subjects　encountered　difficulty　making
identification　judgments　for　axisymmetrical　problems．This　judgment
difficulty　is　explicable　by　the　local　analog　explanation　with　the　same
ratiocination　made　for　the　prolongation　of　latencies　in　this　problem　type
which　should　be　derived　from　the　indiscriminativeness　of　handedness．
　　An　error　rate　at　and　around50％strongly　suggests　that　judgments　are
made　on　random　basis．In　fact，as　was　described　in　the　Rθsμ16s　section，in
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all cases with the numbers of lines two to six, the error rates were found 
not to be different from those of the random judgments. This result 
suggests that a default judgment had not been preset when an outcome of 
the decision (whether the ongoing processing being analog or featural) 
was indecisive as for the identification. Or, if it had been preset the error 
rates (i.e., the rates of judgment same made in total axisymmetrical 
problems at the respective numbers of lines) should have approximated to 
either 0.0 or 1.0 as problems become complex and difficult. However, this 
conjecture about the absence of the default judgment in essence contra-
dicts the feature explanation. That is, under the feature explanation, if 
the processing reaches the upper limit of feature comparisons h without 
detecting any negative judgment pattern, a judgment with the default 
value same should be automatically given to axisymmetrical problems, 
and thus the error rates should have approximated 1.0. 
ADE. Table 2 reveals that the linearity was detected in the total 
numbers of lines condition, however, concerning the respective numbers of 
lines except for 1=2 , Iinearity was not evident. Besides the low ts, the 
slopes and the intercepts also varied widely with the numbers of lines. It 
should also be noted that the r' in the respective regression analyses were 
all very low (i.e., 3.80/0 at the highest and 0.010/0 at the lowest) irrespec-
tive of numbers of lines. These low values would most probably be 
attributed to the method of analysis employed in which a raw latency at 
a specific disparity of each trial rather than the averaged latency usually 
used to compute the linear regression at each disparity. 
At the same time, as has already been mentioned, supposed rates of 
mental rotation vary widely with the types of stimuli used. The rate 
would take generally less than 3 msldeg for simple and familiar symbols 
and more than 20 ms/deg for more complex and unpracticed figures. In 
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the　present　results，except　at1＝4where　the　slope　was　O．21ms／deg，the
slopes　were　all　within　the　ordinary　rates　of　mental　rotation（i，e．，1．47to
11。32ms／deg）at　respective　numbers　of　lines．The　obtained　slope　in1＝2
（6．05ms／deg）was　near　the　value（5．8ms／deg）of　Shepard　and
Metzler’s（1988）judgment　task　of　two－dimensional　angular　shapes　in
simultaneous　presentations　whose　experimental　settings　were　relatively
similar　to　the　present　ones．This　fact　reinforces　the　assumption　that
mental　rotation　did　occur　at1＝2．In　addition，an　inspection　of　the　trend
of　average　latencies　at　the　respective　disparities　would　indicate　the
presence　of　the　effect．
　　However，overaユ1，these　indications　were　not　strong　enoug・h　to　declare
the　presence　of　ADE．The　lack　of　clear　evidence　for　the　effect　could　be
interpreted　in　two　basically　different　ways．One　is　that　mental　rotation
did　not　occur　in　this　experiment　and　the　angular　disparity　effect　indicated
at1＝2and　at　the　total　numbers　of　lines　condition　was　an　artifact。This
interpretation　is　in　a．ccord　with　the　featura，l　explεしnation．The　other　is　that
mental　rotation　did　occur　at　least　in　some　conditions　but　the　obtained
data　were　insufficient　for　the　effect　to　be　clearly　observable　by　the
regression　analysis．This　position　favors　the　analog　explanations．
　　The　rεしtionale　to　support　the　first　interpretation　would　be　a，s　followsl　if
mental　rotation　would　be　employed　as　a　universal　means　for　the　identifi－
cations　of　figures，then　the　linearity　should　have　been（1etecte（l　in　each
number　of　lines　beside　the　case　of　the　total　numbers　of　lines　condition．
This　artifact　interpretation　in　essence　can　only　be　rejecte（1　by　the
accumulation　of　counterevidence，As　there　are　no　other　data　relevant　to
the　presence　or　absence　of　mental　rotation　in　the　current　results，it　seems
better　not　to　make　further　conlectures　now　conceming　this　position．
　　The　evidence　favorable　to　the　second　interpretation　is　that　ADE　was
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suggested　when　comparing　an　average　latency　of　one　disparity　to　another．
In　addition，there　were　some　facts　which　may　explain　why　ADE　was
overshadowed　by　the　effects　of　uncontrollab！e　factors．For　example，（a）
even　using　aver＆ge　latency　for　a，na！ysis，the　r2values　for　the　slopes　were
all　especially　low，which　would　indicate　the　presence　of　uncontrollable
factors，and（b）the　stimuli　and　the　experimental　procedure　adopted
would　be　ones　tha．tεしre　apt　to　prod．uce　high　variabilities　in　responses（i．e．，
discrimination　was　requested　not　only　for　identical　figures　from　their
mirror　reflected　versions　but　also　for　identical　figures　from　figures
having　other　various　structures，and　problems　with　fairly　wide　range　of
figural　complexities　were　given　to　the　subjects）．
　　　　Capaof孟y　lfmf孟a孟fon　on　prooθssfηg．　There　were　sudden　lumps　in　both
latencies　and　error　rates　at1＝6in　axisymmetrical　problems．As　the
subjects　are　assumed　to　have　weighed　accuracy　over　speed，and　the　error
rate　rea，ched，the　random　level（．5）at　that　cond．ition，an　overflow　in　the
processing　is　strongly　suggested。The　possibility　of　an　overflow　might　be
detrimental　to　the　global　analog　explanation　but　not　to　the　local　analog
nor　to　the　feature　explanations．Namely，while　the　global　analog
explanation　presupPoses　unlimited　processing　capacity，the　local　analog
explanation　assumes　a　decomposition　of　a　holistic　image　in　order　to
maintain　an　image　of　an　activated　part　highly　resolved，and　the　feature
expl＆nation　explicitly　posits　the　upPer　limit　of　feature　comparisons（ん）．
　　Table4summarizes　the　sets　of　predictions　derived　from　the　global
analog，local　analog　and　feature　comparison　explanations　and　the　results
obtεしine（i．
　　　　Eva1Ha孟fons　of飴θむhreθθxp勉na虚foηs，　　Although　not　all　the　explana－
tions　do　have　the　same　precision　in　predictions　nor　same　diagnostic　power，
none　of　the　three　explanations　fit　perfectly　with　the　results．
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It is evident that there were individual differences in latencies and error 
rates. Some subjects showed large latencies and high error rates at the 
same time and some subjects showed both short latencies and small error 
rates. Despite the discarding of the three exceptionally high error prone 
subjects, the data still seem to have included efficient and inefficient 
individuals in the abilities for figural cognition. Also the r2 values for the 
linear regressions were low at all numbers of lines. The low r' values 
indicate each obtained latency varies widely. In the present experimental 
task, although stimulus specific effects, except for angular disparities, 
were assumed to have been randomized, it does not necessarily guarantee 
to control all factors. For example, the subjects took successively shorter 
latencies at respective quarters in the course of conducting trials. This 
obvious practice effect should not be attributed to the often claimed 
stimulus familiarity, which was randomized, but to the familiarity with 
the experimental settings in general. 
The presence of individual differences, wide variability of judgments, 
and the familiarization with the experimental settings all suggest that 
the obtained results are strongly affected by intervening factors and 
optionalities rather than they just reflect stimulus structures automati-
cally. Hence, the possible involvement of intervening factors and 
optionalities would be one reason why all the explanations were not 
completely successful in predicting the results. 
Let us hereafter evaluate the comprehensive feasibilities of the three 
explanations by examining the fitness of the predictions with the results. 
As to the global analog explanation, the predictions failed both for the 
problem differences in latencies and for NLE in latencies. Although the 
predictions for error rates were not robust, they failed for the problem 
differences but held for NLE. The results concerning ADE were ambiguous 
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and　thus　the　examination　of　the　prediction　should　be　suspended．The
suspected　presence　of　the　capacity　overflow　was　not　congruent　with　this
explanation．
　　F・rthel・calanal・gexplanati・n，the・riginalpredicti・nsc・nceming
the　problem　differences　in　latencies　and　in　erroHates　were　not　successful．
Through　ad　hoc　expla．nations，the　results　showing　that　both　latencies　and
error　rates　were　higher　in　axisymmetrical　problems　than　in　identical
problems　can　be　explained　by　the　position．The　prediction　concerning　NLE
in　latencies　was　upheld　but　those　about　the　problem　differences　in　error
rates　and　NLE　in　error　rates　were　not．As　to　ADE　the　evaluation　should
be　reserved。The　possibility　of　the　capacity　overflow　was　not　incompatible
with　this　explanation。
　　As　far　as　the　feature　comparison　explanation　is　concemed，the　predic－
tions　about　the　problem　differences　both　in　latencies　and　error　rates　could
notbesustained，n・r，unlikethel・calanal・gexplanati・n，d・esap・ssible
explanation　exist　for　the　especially　long　latencies　in　axisymmetrical
problems。The　prediction　about　NLE　in　latencies　was　compatible　but　the
prediction　about　the　same　effect　in　error　rates　was　incompatible　with　the
results．While　admitting　that　error　rates　were　subsidiary　criteria　for　the
diagnosis，the　high　error　rates　coupled　with　no　indication　of　default
judgments　in　axisymmetrical　problems　would　further　discount　the
exp1εしnatory　power　of　the　feature　explana，tion．The　evaluation　conceming
ADE　was　not　attempted　due　to　the　ambiguity　of　the　results．The
possibility　of　the　capacity　overflow　was　not　inconsistent　with　the
explanation．
　　By　appraising　the　comprehensive　fitness　of　each　explanation　in　relation
to　the　results，the　global　analog　model　was　most　difficult　to　be　sustained。
The　results　clearly　consistent　with　its　predictions　were　only　about　NLE　in
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error rates which are thought to have secondary importance in the 
evaluation. The local analog explanation failed its predictions about error 
rates of the problem differences and of NLE. The feature explanation 
failed the predictions about the problem differences in latencies as well as 
all three measures of error rates (i.e., the problem differences, NLE, and 
the high error rates in axisymmetrical problems). On the other hand, it 
should be noted that the predictions from the local analog explanation 
and from the feature comparison explanation were almost identical. The 
only differences between the two explanations were not about their 
original predictions but about the ad hoc explanations related to the 
conspicuously long latencies in axisymmetrical problems and high error 
rates in axisymmetrical problems. Limiting the arguments to these two 
aspects, the local analog explanation was superior in explicabilities to the 
feature explanation. Especially detrimental to the feature position was 
the difficulty involved in explaining the problem differences in latencies 
even by an ad hoc explication. 
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